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Open for Business
Do you have a big idea?
Are you interested in growing your business?
Starting something new?
Guidance, financial assistance
and strategic infrastructure
are at your fingertips.
Marty Gay, Marine Source
West Royalty Industrial Park

Find all you need to know about programs and services for businesses

PrinceEdwardIsland.ca/Business
This advertisement is paid for by the Government of Prince Edward Island

Finance PEI provides counselling services and financing to new and existing businesses that
support the Prince Edward Island economy by contributing to job and wealth creation.
Finance PEI is a crown corporation of the Department of Economic Growth, Tourism and Culture and is the
lead financing group for the Province of Prince Edward Island (PEI).
Our team helps manage and supply financial support to businesses operating in PEI that demonstrate sound
strategic business opportunities. We balance financial risk with the economic return to the Province. We work
with banks and other government agencies to help grow PEI's economy.
Our focus is on manufacturers, processors, and service providers. Our emphasis is on businesses involved in
exporting to domestic and international markets, import replacement, and value-added processing.
As a lender, Finance PEI can work with innovative and higher-risk projects. By using a non-formula approach to
lending, Finance PEI works to develop business opportunities for the
Province. We balance the risk of the project with the projected return.
Finance PEI works with multiple partners, which include banks and other
business development agencies. A client's specific needs will be met using
a variety of demand loans, term loans, and loan guarantees.
For more information, visit:
www.princeedwardisland.ca/en/department/finance-pei
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A Prince Edward Island Commercial Real Estate Business Publication

W

elcome to Real Trade PEI, a one-stop resource to all things
commercial business in Prince Edward Island inclusive of
key influencers and professional services in commercial and
residential real estate development, construction, and sales. Finding
excellent providers and accessing timely commercial real estate
knowledge that will help you achieve success in your business is the
real value of REAL TRADE.
Showcasing excellence and sharing relevant timely information
about all aspects of the commercial real estate business including
professional trades and services, sales, development, investing,
financing, legal, accounting supporting your next project is our
mission. The pages within tell a story of history, tradition, and
decades of success by hard working, talented professionals with a
specialization in commercial real estate project excellence. Beyond
who’s who, information on trends, outlook, success stories and
unique outlooks permeate the pages and share what is happening
in the arena of Commercial Business in Prince Edward Island.

Story ideas?
Submit them to ann@worthconsultinggroup.com.
We’d love to consider featuring your good news in a future issue
of Real Trade.

Would you like to advertise with us?

Ann Worth
Real Trade Publisher

If you would like to advertise in future magazines, please visit our
website at RealTradePEI.ca.

FUNDING ASSISTANCE

Community Capacity Building Program - Rural Growth Initiative
The purpose of the Community Capacity Building Program is to: Cultivate high levels of strategic
expertise to support rural communities to identify solutions for complex problems.
www.princeedwardisland.ca/en/information/rural-and-regional-development/community-capacity-building-program-rural-growth

Community Revitalization Program - Rural Growth Initiative
The purpose of the Community Revitalization Program is to support the revitalization of rural
communities through strategic investments in infrastructure that is important for rural culture, society,
and economic development.
www.princeedwardisland.ca/en/information/fisheries-and-communities/community-revitalization-program-rural-growth-initiative

Who is eligible for funding assistance in these programs?
1. Incorporated and non-profit organizations which have a mandate
for community and/or economic development.
2. Non-profit cooperatives that do not share dividends.
3. Municipal governments.
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Real estate
markets thrive
during COVID-19

“A contact centre with
200 people in a 15,000 square
foot space? I don’t know if that
world will exist next year.”

A

tlantic Canada’s commercial real
estate market is on the verge of “a
really spectacular renaissance,”
according to Bill MacAvoy, managing
director of Cushman & Wakefield Atlantic.
As one of the top three global commercial
real estate services firms, Cushman &
Wakefield Atlantic is contributing to that
revival by extending its footprint into
Prince Edward Island. Since 1996, Cushman
& Wakefield Atlantic has streamlined
commercial real estate services across
the east coast, whether it’s in managing
the leasing, acquisition and disposing
of properties or offering advice on site
selection, construction costs, rent collecting
and property management.
And while P.E.I. has been on the company’s
radar for a number of years, MacAvoy
says Cushman & Wakefield Atlantic is
proud to once again “have boots on the
ground” to support this important market.
The company recently hired well-known
consultant Ann Worth to be its P.E.I.
representative. She’s operated Worth
Consulting Group for many years, and has
now added commercial real estate to her
portfolio.
Before Ann Worth came on board,
Cushman & Wakefield Atlantic had limited
presence on the Island as they offered
renewal and relocation services for tenants.
MacAvoy says adding Worth to the team
creates an exciting opportunity to provide
more services for more P.E.I. clients.
While the pandemic hasn’t dampened the
real estate market, he says one thing the
business community is looking at is the
future of the traditional office set-up, and
how long the pandemic-induced model of
working from home will last.

Charlottetown, PEI

MacAvoy said research has shown only 25 per cent of
employees who’d normally go to the office on a daily basis
have continued to do so, while many others now either work
shortened weeks at the office, or do a hybrid model between
home and the office noting that the United States is about six
months ahead of us, with around 75-80 per cent of employees
back in the office.
If fewer Atlantic Canadians return to their offices, the question
for tenants will be whether they continue to lease their current
space or reduce the square footage. MacAvoy says it’s possible
some companies may keep their space, but reconfigure it to
allow for more spacious workspaces, larger conference rooms
with more spacing between employees. In the call centre
industry, for example, MacAvoy says it’s been proven that some
employees work even more effectively from home.
The real estate market in general, both housing or commercial,
hasn’t appeared to weaken. MacAvoy says while the pandemic
has resulted in closures of some major retailers, there have
also been numerous start-ups in retail and hospitality sectors
— as well as growth among local, long-standing entrepreneurs.
MacAvoy also pointed to major growth in the industrial sector,
where occupancy rates are as high as they’ve been in a
generation.
Cushman & Wakefield Atlantic expects to flourish in P.E.I. and
experience continued success in Atlantic Canada. MacAvoy
projects 20 to 25 transactions per year in P.E.I. alone, starting in
2022. “As long as people need advice, we’ll have lots to do.”
RealTradePEI.ca
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‘Co-working
is the future’

A

s COVID-19 vaccinations roll out across
Canada and case counts are waning in many
parts of the country, businesses and their
employees are cautiously poking their heads out of
work-from-home setups and wondering what kinds
of offices — if any — are waiting for them after the
pandemic.
A number of major companies have made their
intentions clear already, setting the tone of the
conversation in North America. JPMorgan Chase has
mandated a full return to the office for the U.S. bank’s
employees; Ottawa-based e-commerce giant Shopify
has meanwhile abandoned its offices in favour of a
remote-only workforce.
But as vaccine protection increases and the debate
rages over the future of work, some companies are
finding opportunity in playing the middle ground with
a more “flexible” approach to the office — through
co-working.
When Shopify announced in 2020 that it would
vacate its original headquarters at 150 Elgin St. in
Ottawa, a co-working company called The Corporate
Centre leapt at the chance to take over a few floors.
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How shared office spaces
could transform the postCOVID workplace
Craig Lord - Global News

The company announced in April it would open
a new location in the downtown Ottawa tower,
suddenly opening up one of the city’s most wellknown office spaces to all comers.
It was an opportunity not to be missed for Linebox
Studio, an architectural firm with a long-standing
connection to Shopify’s old offices — after all, it
designed them.
“Moving into the space, it’s sort of an affirmation,”
says Linebox COO Melissa Reeves.
The 150 Elgin St. offices were designed to promote
collaboration and encourage interaction, Reeves
says, the kinds of chance run-ins that co-working
companies often advertise as a feature, not a bug, of
the model.
Co-working or shared workspaces vary from office
to office, but the typical format sees a large space
occupied by a number of companies but fit-up and
managed by a single provider.
Some spaces are wide open with a series of long
desks, some offer semi-private offices.

Many providers target standalone remote workers
or fledgling startups looking for a like-minded
community.
Terms on co-working agreements are typically
less restrictive, in some cases a year or less, than
traditional leases with a commercial landlord.
Before the pandemic, Linebox held a lease at an
office in Ottawa’s ByWard Market.
A return to a long-term lease after months spent
working remotely, however, was increasingly
unattractive for the company.
The uncertainty around the pandemic, future
expansions or contractions of its staff and the desire
to bump into people in entirely unrelated fields drove
Linebox to start considering co-working as a realistic
option.
“We know things are going to change. We know we’re
not going to be in the same spot, even in a few years,
as we are now. So going into a co-working space also
offers the flexibility for us to change,” Reeves says.
“I think that the future of co-working is the future of
work, in many respects.”

Demand for hybrid working models
Linebox isn’t alone in seeing the upside of co-working
and more flexible arrangements.
A survey of more than 2,000 Canadian workers
released by KPMG LLP in May showed that a majority
of those polled (77 per cent) want a mix of both
remote and in-office working models after the
pandemic ends.
Leigh Harris, a management consultant with KPMG,
tells Global News that the demand for “hybrid”
working models could lead businesses down the coworking route.
Not all companies will want to let
go of their real estate portfolios in
the way Shopify says it plans to,
Harris notes. But companies that
can get out of a lease that’s no
longer making sense for them postpandemic might be looking for more
flexible space in the near term to
gauge their employees’ appetites for
a return to the office.

“If you’re the owner of massive real estate… you
may want to maximize that. If you’re not, and you’re
getting out of leases, then you might be re-examining
whether or not you want to make investments or
maybe scaling it down and seeing what your next
move will be,” she says.
One of the world’s largest co-working providers,
WeWork, has signaled in recent interviews that it’s
fielding a ton of demand for flexible office space in
the United States, where COVID-19 vaccinations were
outpacing Canada earlier this spring.
A number of co-working providers who spoke to
Global News say they’re preparing for a flood of
demand in the fall when a larger proportion of the
population is fully vaccinated against COVID-19.
Kane Willmott is the CEO and co-founder of iQ
Offices, which has an office portfolio including space
in Toronto, Ottawa, Vancouver and Montreal.
Willmott said his company has gotten plenty of
interest, especially in Ontario and Quebec, from
companies thinking about breaking their traditional
leases and give co-working a try.
The ongoing stay-at-home order in Ontario is holding
people back from signing on dotted lines just yet,
but he sees brighter days ahead with the lineup of
prospects.
“As soon as things open up, this whole pipeline will
start to flow through. The levee’s going to break,”
he says.
The uncertainty coming out the other side of the
pandemic is actually a selling point for the coworking model, Willmott argues.
The demand for a hybrid working style could see
companies of 30 employees only require 15 desks
in an office per day, if certain employees are only
coming into the office a few days a week — if at all.

RealTradePEI.ca
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He says the modular nature of
co-working makes it easier for
companies to adjust their
space needs and scale up
or down based on their
employees’ interests,
which will likely also
evolve over time.
“How do you
accommodate that
if you don’t have
flexibility?”
Adrian Joaquin, CEO
of Toronto-based
Workhaus, says the
company has seen a
“massive spike” in new
leads and requests
for tours of its spaces
in Toronto, KitchenerWaterloo and Calgary
over the past few months.
He says he’s also looking
at the fall as the time
when new tenants will lock in terms at Workhaus,
confident the model will suit their needs postpandemic.

Do-or-die
Many co-working companies are hoping the next few
months see a return to pre-pandemic business levels
after more than a year of turbulence.

Since the start of the pandemic, nearly 700 coworking spaces have closed permanently across
30 major North American cities, according to
Colorado-based Upsuite, a provider that also tracks
trends in the industry.
The closures mark a 21 per cent decrease in the total
number of providers that Upsuite tracks.

Lockdowns surrounding the COVID-19 pandemic
have forced most to close
at least intermittently as work-from-home became
the norm.

While Willmott and Joaquin both say they had a diehard contingent of companies that held onto their
office space through the pandemic, they also believe
that the ease of cancelling a co-working agreement
will bode well for the industry’s resurgence.

While Workhaus was boasting occupancy rates as
high as 90 per cent before the pandemic, Joaquin
says those figures took an “immediate hit” in
April 2020.

“One of the reasons why I think co-working spaces
were hit quite hard is one of the reasons why we
will rebound quite quickly, which is because of the
flexibility that we offer,” Joaquin says.

Thirteen months later, roughly 25 per cent of the
company’s spaces are taken and Joaquin estimates
only 10 per cent of desks are actually filled on a
given day.

Not everyone in the industry is so optimistic, however.

The pandemic’s impact hasn’t been felt the same
across the country, Willmott says. In Vancouver,
which has seen less stringent restrictions than
Ontario and Quebec, there hasn’t been as much of a
slowdown in business.
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Maher Arar runs two locations of his shared office
firm Coworkly in Ottawa.
February of 2020 was the first break-even month
in the company’s history, with the following March
primed to be Coworkly’s first profitable month. Then
the pandemic hit.

The company’s monthly revenues have since taken
hits as deep as 70 per cent at the height of the
pandemic lockdowns.
Arar had been expecting prospective clients —
particularly from the corporate world — to come
and kick the tires at Coworkly, but inquiries have
been scarce.
Despite social media campaigns and the health and
safety protocols he has in place, Arar believes the fear
of the pandemic is continuing to keep clients at bay.
He likens the psychological impact of the pandemic
to a “trauma” that he believes will take years to fade
away from workers’ minds.
“The scars from this will stay with us,” he says.
The same KPMG survey that signalled a strong desire
to return to the office also listed contracting the virus
from an asymptomatic co-worker as a top-three
concern for 68 per cent of respondents. Fears over
public transit use and business travel were also borne
out in the survey results.
Arar says that if this fear remains in even 30 per cent
of the working population, it could be enough to
kill the co-working industry, which he says requires
occupancy levels of 80 per cent or higher to be
profitable.
“If your co-working space is only half full, you’re going
to lose money,” he says.
Other co-working providers also acknowledge the
mental hurdles will be the biggest barrier to full-scale
adoption of shared office space.

“People aren’t going to come back
until you feel comfortable sitting
next to someone for eight hours a
day with no mask on,” Joaquin says.
Is the future flexible?
Debates about the future of the office have
permeated the pandemic, leading some commercial
real estate companies to reconsider how their
portfolios are used.
A BMO Economics report released at the end of April
said the commercial vacancy rate in Canada reached
14.6 per cent in the first quarter of 2021, the highest
levels in a quarter-century.

Greater Toronto’s office vacancy rate hit 12.4 per cent,
its highest levels since 2005, while Metro Vancouver
maintained the lowest vacancy rate among large
cities in the country at 6.3 per cent.
But the west coast isn’t immune to the flexible shift. In
Vancouver, the Arpeg Group of Companies is timing
its first foray into co-working for the fall with its new
brand, And-Co.
President Drew Ratcliffe says that the pandemic has
only “accelerated” the shift in what companies are
looking for in their future office agreements: shorterterm leases and flexible office space that takes the
onus of fit-ups and other overhead costs off the
tenant.
“It’s probably accelerated that reality for most people,”
he says. “Flexibility, I just don’t see it going away.”
Willmott agrees, and likens the more on-demand
model for office space to the departure from physical
albums of music.
“Co-working is to office space like iTunes was to the
music industry.
It’s centered around the customer, it’s giving them
exactly what they want,” he says. “It’s just a system
that is so antiquated. Landlords now are starting to
realize that these co-working spaces are what the
customers want.”
Despite the rosy picture, Willmott acknowledges
there’s still a lot of confusion in the market about
what co-working is. He’s planning a summer series
to help people try out various shared offices around
Ontario for a day.
“There’s a lot of people working from home who
don’t realize how easy it is to just pick up for the day
and go work in a co-working space,” Willmott says.
In Ottawa, while Arar is also looking towards the
fall with hopes of a surge in demand, he remains
skeptical that the market will recover quickly enough,
if at all, to keep Coworkly afloat.
Selling co-working is also selling a culture, he says,
and he hasn’t seen corporate Canada adopt the
necessary mindset quickly enough to see the model
become truly mainstream.
“We haven’t found enough people who are receptive.
And as I say, this business needs big numbers,” he says.
“I’m hoping my prediction is wrong, but I have to be
realistic.

RealTradePEI.ca
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Office work could
be changed forever
by COVID-19
Here’s why that matters
Brandie Weikle - CBC News

O

nly a fraction of employees who began
working from home during the COVID-19
pandemic have returned to full-time office
work, and that has ramifications for everything
from how workplaces are run to where we live —
and whether the small businesses that surround
office buildings survive.

Nearly three-quarters of the 3.4 million Canadians
who began working from home at the start of
the crisis were still working remotely in August,
according to Labour Force Survey data released by
Statistics Canada on Friday.
And another survey suggests many of those new
remote employees would like to continue working
from home indefinitely.
That research, conducted by Maru/Blue on behalf
of ADP Canada, found that 45 per cent of survey
respondents would prefer to work remotely at
least three days a week. Another 15 per cent would
like to work remotely one or two days a week.
“It seems remote work is here to stay, or at least
the majority of us want it to be,” said Heather
Haslam, vice-president of marketing at ADP
Canada, a human resources company.
That’s in part because of fear of the virus itself,
the survey found. Of the 12 per cent who said
they were anxious about returning to their former
work locations, 56 per cent said they were worried
about contracting the novel coronavirus.
Another 13 per cent said they didn’t know
how they could meet their COVID-era family
responsibilities while working outside of the home
— things like caring for elderly family members or
children whose schools could close if there’s an
outbreak, Haslam said.
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A future of more flexible work?
The survey also found that young people were
more likely to believe that the pendulum is swinging
permanently in favour of flexible work. Forty-four
per cent of respondents aged 18 to 34 said they
believe their employers will implement more flexible
policies within the next five years, including flextime
and remote work; 28 per cent said they believe most
people will work remotely by then.
The online survey of 1,538 Canadians working full
and part time was completed between Aug. 10 and
20. The comparable margin of error for this study
was +/-2.4 percentage points, 19 times out of 20.
Sandy Mangat is among the millennial workers who
strongly favour flexible work — all the more so since
being able to work from home during the COVID-19
pandemic.
“I actually started at my current company, Charli.
ai, at the beginning of the pandemic. I was in our
WeWork office for a day before we went totally
remote,” said Mangat, who’s vice-president of
growth for the Vancouver-based startup.
In the past, Mangat said, she’s held jobs that
time-consuming commutes.
“I’ve worked 100 per cent in the office before, which
after a while wears on you because, at that time, I
had a 45-minute commute into the office and an
hour-and-a-half commute back.”
Although her company has since acquired some
permanent office space, it’s allowing staff to
continue to work from home, only coming in if
they have compelling reasons to do so. But Mangat
expects she’ll keep her office days to a minimum.

“I’m pretty happy working from home, being able
to squeeze in a workout, catch up with a friend or
run an errand,” she said.

Many of its locations are in areas densely packed
with office workers, and those customers are dearly
missed, he said.

“In general, I just feel like I’m taking better care of
myself. I’m eating more consistent meals.... I feel
like I’m focused more on my health and wellness
because you have more control over that in your
own space.”

Warm weather is allowing for some patio revenue
to trickle in, but with cooler fall and winter ahead,
they’ll be relying solely on inside dining and
muddling through without work crowds.

There are some tasks that would come together
quickly if everyone she needed to collaborate with
could be in the same room, Mangat said. “But for
a lot of my day-to-day work, I am 10 times more
productive if I am at home because I have a lot
more control over the distractions.
“In the office, you don’t always have control over
that because someone wants to come over and
talk to you, and it would be rude not to. So you
lose maybe an hour of work a day because you’re
chitchatting.”
Mangat said she also notices she’s spending far less
money since working from home full time.
“I used to get my hair blown out every so often.
Upkeep on manicures and pedicures. Buying
clothes for the office. Buying
the expensive latte in the
morning because you
ran out of time at home.
Lunches,” she said.
“I’ve significantly reduced
my spending on so many
fronts because I’m
spending more time
at home, and I value different
things because of it.”
Her money is going to things
like an ergonomic setup
for her home, for instance.

Local business fallout
That’s great for individuals who are able to cut
their spending while remaining gainfully employed
but devastating to the businesses that are built up
around workplaces — from the cobblers and dry
cleaners in the lower levels of office buildings to
the pubs where people eat lunch or gather for pints
after work.
Larry Isaacs, president of the Firkin Group of Pubs,
said the pandemic has been “disastrous” for the
chain of 30 pubs, some owned by franchisees.

“There’s no Christmas parties, there’s no cocktail
parties, no lunch parties, so where is the revenue
going to be driven from throughout the winter
when all these people are working from home?”
By the looks of things, office numbers won’t return
to previous levels any time in the near future.
Emily Brine, interim chief talent officer of
accounting firm KPMG Canada, said the company
will be bringing a maximum of 20 per cent of its
8,000 workers back to their offices across the
country in the coming months — less in places
like Toronto, where 20 per cent would be above
maximum group sizes allowed by public health.
“More broadly speaking, we’ve had far more appeal
from our employee base to work from home than
to go to the office,” she said.
That’s leading to conversations about how much
office space the company will need going forward,
and what kind.
“Do we have hoteling space versus broader
collaboration space, more white boards, less office
cubicle space?” Brine said. “Many organizations and
certainly a lot of our clients are talking about this
as well.” That fits with findings by the Canadian
Chamber of Commerce as well.
“We asked our national working group on
workforce strategies about this — to consult our
members and different stakeholders on this —
about returning to work and also about child care,”
said Trevin Stratton, chief economist and vicepresident of policy for the business advocacy and
service organization.
“Most, if they can, are continuing to work from
home through the autumn and the coming months,
as they make longer-term plans and also as they
wait to see data on a second wave as well.”

The quest for more space
But as the months of remote work wear on, some
Canadians are concluding that if they don’t need
to work downtown, they may not want to live
there, either.
RealTradePEI.ca
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“We were hunting [for] a two-bedroom condo in
core downtown, so we could just walk to our office
every day,” said Jinesh Sheth.
But when the pandemic hit, he and his wife,
Puja Shah, found themselves working in very tight
quarters in their rental apartment, sometimes
interrupting each other’s video meetings.
The couple works in information technology for the
finance industry, and both of their employers have
indicated that at least part-time remote work will
be allowed going forward. So they pivoted their
purchasing plan and bought a four-bedroom house
in suburban Ajax, Ont., for the same amount they
would have spent on a condo downtown.
“We are very confident that it’s going to be a much
better life and we can take a walk in our backyard,
and we don’t have to run into each other so much
during our meeting times,” Sheth said.
Darren Fleming, CEO of commercial real estate
company Real Strategy in Ottawa, said moves like
theirs are bound to have profound effects on the
“ecosystem” of businesses that surround office
buildings.

“It means the barbershop that only did business
with office tenants during 9 to 5, Monday to Friday,
suddenly may not have anybody to cut hair with,”
he said.
“We’re already seeing a shift to people moving to
the suburbs and residential, because if they’re going
to be working from home ... maybe they’re going
to need a second bedroom. I think it’s a little bit
early to say. But fundamentally, I think there’s been
a change in the way we work. And it’s going to be
very interesting.”

We’ve grown our business
to help you grow yours.
Provincial Credit Union now has commercial experts in every
industry that matters to Islanders from Tignish to Montague,
and everywhere in between.
We’re ready to help your business grow with our expert
commercial advice and tailored business solutions, delivered
by the people who know your community best.
Ready to get started? Give us a call today.
Call (902) 892-4107 or visit www.provincialcu.com
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Pandemic launches boom in
,
say B.C. builders

Backyard Offices
CBC News
Submitted/Brian Borsato

T

he future of work might not be at the
office, or even at the kitchen table —
it could be in the backyard.

100-square-foot spaces are a quiet, private
work from home solution, they say
Some B.C. builders say the demand for
backyard offices has skyrocketed since the
pandemic began, with homeowners looking for
a little extra space and privacy while working
from home.
Brian Borsato, president of Surrey-based Maas
Designs, a First Nations-owned company that
builds housing for Indigenous communities, says
backyard offices have been wildly popular.
“It’s astronomical,” he said. “The interest has
been unbelievable. Everybody wants them.”
Borsato’s company started building the offices earlier
in the pandemic, when First Nations closed to visitors
and income dried up. They started building the offices
and it quickly caught on.
They’re typically around 100 square feet, Borsato
said, with windows and enough space for a TV, desk
and chair.

Building a backyard office generally doesn’t require a
building permit as long as it’s less than 108 square feet,
he said — but clients should do some research to fully
understand what each municipality will allow under
their specific zoning.
According to the City of Vancouver, people need a
permit for any similar structure regardless of size.

The company builds them for clients who have the
money and space to fix a situation many of us find
ourselves in: huddled in our kitchens or living rooms
on Zoom meetings all day, trying not to disturb other
family members.

Contractors and businesses must ensure they consider
the city’s land use and permitting requirements for all
new buildings. Some homeowners may choose to forgo
the approval process on the advice of a contractor, the
city said in an email, but liability ultimately falls on the
owners to ensure work is permitted.

Borsato recently built a backyard office for a woman
who needed that extra space to focus on work and not
have to move her setup when the kids came home.

They don’t run cheap — Kiez says they can cost up to
$25,000, depending on the size and features. They can
be built with baseboard heaters and Wi-Fi.

“Now she can come in and close the door and do all the
video conferencing that she needs to do without being
interrupted or interrupting anybody else,” he said.

Even once the pandemic is over, if people return to the
office, the space can be used in other ways, he said.

Cole Kiez, a sales manager at CoreVal Homes in Port
Moody, B.C., says backyard offices weren’t part of their
business before the pandemic. Now, the structures are
their best sellers and they’ve built 36 of them.

“It has a bit of a different feel and that’s what people
really like about it. It’s part of the home, but also a little
bit separate,” Kiez said.
“For people working from home right now, it’s a
backyard office. If they do end up going back to work,
[it] could be an art studio, a workout room, really just
extra space.”
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The impact of COVID-19 on food
retail and food service in Canada:
Preliminary assessment
Author Ellen Goddard

C

OVID-19 has imposed a series of unique
challenges on the food retail and food
service sectors in Canada. Almost
overnight, the roughly 30% of the food
dollar that Canadians have been
spending on food away from home
has shifted to retail.

1. Introduction
The impacts of the COVID-19
outbreak on the food
retailing sector in Canada
are significant and, to a
great extent, unexpected.
The impacts fall into two major
categories, the first being the actual
impacts of public health on individuals,
on employees in retail and food service, and on
individuals throughout the rest of the supply chain,
and the second being the dramatic change in what
and where people want to buy their food. Although
there is an immediacy to the impacts of COVID-19
on the food retail and food service
industries, there is a remarkably uncertain
Figure 1
projection for the future in a world where
the SARS-CoV-2 virus is manageable
and we go back to “normal” life. The new
“normal” is unlikely to be the same for the
retail/food service level of food markets as
life was in January 2020.

Floor Retail and Food Services Sales, million dollars,
seasonally adjusted, monthly
deflated (2002=100)

2. Background
In Canada, for example, over the period
1997–2017, household expenditure share
on food away from home increased from
20% to 30%. Revenues generated by
different industrial categories of retail trade
and food service (Figure 1) illustrate the
significant increase in revenues in food
service and drinking places (deflated 2002
dollars), whereas food and beverage stores,
convenience stores, and beer, wine, and
liquor store revenues remain relatively flat
across the period from 2004 to 2020.
12
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Source: Statistics Canada. Table 16-10-0047-01, Manufactures’ sales,
inventories, orders, and inventory to sales ratio, by industry

(dollars unless otherwise noted) (https://doi.
org/10.25318/1610004701-emg)

Figure 2
Total Employees and Employee Share in Food Service and in
Food and Beverage Store Categories, 2001-2019

Second, people realized that they
personally were vulnerable, to disease
and to loss of employment, and that
food habits needed to change—for
example, eating three meals a day
at home, changing the frequency of
“shopping” trips, and being faced with
the unavailability of certain places where
they had traditionally shopped. At terrific
speed, the following changes were felt in
the food retail and food service system:
1. Eating and drinking places were closed
with the exception of takeout or
delivery options.

Source: Statistics Canada. Table 14-10-0023-01,
Labour force characteristics by industry, annual
(x 1000) (https://doi.org/10.25318/1410002301-emg)

Both food retail and food service sectors are significant in
terms of employment within Canada. As seen from data in
Figure 2, the share of employees in food retail declined
from a peak of 3.7% of 14.6 million employees in 2009 to
3% of 17 million employees in 2019. The share of food service
employees, on the other hand, increased from 6% of total
employees in 2010 to 6.7%, on average, over the period
2017–2019.
Brown (2018) reported that, as of April 2018, 28% of 1,000
Canadian respondents had shopped for groceries online
(with 6% regularly). These numbers were up from 15% of
survey respondents from 18 months earlier. In 2018, Statistics
Canada reported an increase in food service and drinking
places that report e-commerce sales from 7.3% of businesses
in 2016 to 22.9%.

3. And The Covid-19 Pandemic Hits
Although Canadians had awareness of the SARS-CoV-2 virus
elsewhere in the world, the first report of a presumptive
case of COVID-19 in Canada occurred on January 25, 2020,
in Toronto. The virus began to get more serious attention
from the public as states of public emergency were declared
by individual provinces (March 13–27). With the shutdown
of schools and eventually other nonessential services,
heightened concerns were felt throughout the country.
The recommendations/orders to stay home immediately
changed the way individuals looked at food purchases.
First of all, everyone (both children and adults) became
housebound (with the exception of essential workers).

2. There was a surge in the demand for
online grocery shopping that caused
the existing infrastructure to struggle
(evidenced by websites that crashed or
operated extremely slowly and by long
turnarounds in delivery time options
from between 1 and 2 days
to 10 days or more).
The shutdown of sit-down restaurant
dining switched food purchases to
grocery stores. This significantly changed
the volume and types of foods purchased
at grocery stores without the stores
having time to adjust their supply chains.
In some notable cases, the shopping
behavior resulted in shortages of products
in grocery stores (e.g., toilet paper), which
exacerbated people’s concerns and may
have increased stockpiling behavior.
Actions taken by food service, food
retail, and government in response to the
declaration of public emergency status
and the changes in consumer behavior
that ensued included the following:
1. Distribution of food service excess
foods to centers feeding vulnerable
people and to food banks (with
higher usage due to the sudden
unemployment of major sectors of the
population) (Harvey, 2020).
2. Grocery store chains and supermarkets
hired more employees to deal with
online orders and distribution, provided
additional support to employees, and
raised wages (Wilson, 2020).
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3. Grocery store chains changed their just-in-time
inventory management strategies to be able to
deal with uneven shortages throughout their
largely national distribution networks, in some
cases avoiding distribution centers completely
(Canadian Grocer, 2020).
4. Grocery store chains develop strategies to
deal with older and more vulnerable shoppers,
including specific shopping hours for the
vulnerable group only and targeting the
vulnerable group first for grocery delivery.
5. Grocery store chains installed protective
plastic shields to protect cashiers and adopted
customer management strategies to maintain
safe distances between customers; food
service delivery systems adopted no-contact
food drop off to reduce contact between
customer and delivery person (Shah, 2020).

4. What Will Happen To Food
Expenditures As The Economy
Recovers?

6. Grocery store chains attempt to deal with the
surplus of certain foods arising from reduced
demand from food service through diversion
to consumer-ready retail products. Shortterm problems arise due to “transportation
shortages caused by an overwhelmed trucking
industry, processing and packaging challenges,
a sharp decline in bulk customers due to the
mass closures of restaurants and bakeries,
and inconsistent distribution to stores”
(Shaw, 2020).
7. Regulatory rules related to labeling and food
packaging began to be adjusted to facilitate
product processing for retail as opposed
to bulk processing for food service (Health
Canada, 2020). Further adjustments to
regulatory policy are recommended by
some analysts, including relaxation of
some antitrust measures related to
retailers collaborating on supply logistics
(Keogh, 2020).

It is difficult to predict exactly what might happen in
the food service and food retail sectors as Canada
recovers from the economic and public health
effects of this COVID-19 outbreak. Once states of
emergency are lifted, then food service will likely
reopen, and the question of how long it might take
for people to be comfortable eating in restaurants
again remains open.
Income elasticities of demand for food-away-fromhome purchases are considered to be more elastic
than similar elasticities for food-at-home purchases.
From Table 1, the potential impact of the COVID-19
outbreak on potential food expenditures in total and
by segment can be illustrated.

Table 1
Possible effects of lower disposable income on food expenditure and the
share of food spending on food away from home and food at home

8. Food retailers step up in response to
request for aid from food banks and
shelters (e.g., Loblaw Company Ltd.,
2020a, 2020b; Metro Inc., 2020;
Opinko, 2020).
9. The Competition Bureau signaled that it
will generally refrain from exercising
scrutiny in circumstances where there
is a clear imperative for companies to
be collaborating in the short term to
respond to the pandemic (Competition
Bureau, 2020).
14
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Source: Author calculations

This article is being made freely available through PubMed Central as part of
the COVID-19 public health emergency response. It can be used for unrestricted
research re-use and analysis in any form or by any means with acknowledgement of
the original source, for the duration of the public health emergency.

A base of the 2017 food expenditure levels is used to
translate percentage expenditures into 2017 dollars.
An assumption of a 7% impact on disposable income
in 2020 and a 3% impact on disposable income in
2021 is used as the shock to the system.
The above numbers assume that restaurants are
allowed to open again in 2020 and that the income
effects are distributed across the 2 years rather
than being captured in one or two quarters of 2020.
The results highlight the shift between food away
from home and food at home (even in the absence
of restaurant closures) arising from the oppositely
signed income elasticities.

5. Summary
Food retailing and food service sectors are both
important economically in Canada. Prior to the
COVID-19 crisis, the food retailing sector has been
evolving to higher sales through supermarkets and
convenience stores, and the food service sector
has been growing considerably, taking food market
share away from food retailing. Actions taken under
the states of emergency imposed to deal with the
pandemic in Canada have changed the reality of
food purchasing and the confidence people have
in the ability of the food retail system to maintain

consistent food and grocery availability. Some
reactions by the public, such as increased online
purchasing with grocery delivery, will likely be
maintained after the pandemic restrictions are over.
There are uncertainties about how the public will
react after states of emergency are lifted in terms of
restaurant visits and the types of foods that will be
purchased through food retail.

New construction
or renovating an
older structure?
Brand Name Tools and Equipment
• Lumber
• Plumbing
• Hardware
• Electrical
• Paints & Stains • Garden Centre
• Small Appliances
•

North Rustico Home Hardware
has everything you need to
complete your project.
Supplier of

902-963-2040
sales@nrhc.ca

7381 Cavendish Road, North Rustico, PE

homehardware.ca
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Canadian building costs
are surging higher
Especially in Greater Toronto
Daniel Wong, Contrubting Editor, stats guy

M

ore data from Canada’s national statistics
agency shows home builder costs are soaring.
The Statistics Canada (Stat Can) residential
construction cost index surged higher in Q1 2021. Since
the issue is largely material related, the impact is across
Canada. Cities like Toronto, with recent building booms,
are seeing costs jump the most though.
Canadian Home Building Costs Increase Over 11%
Canada’s 11-city composite index shows residential
real estate construction costs climbed much higher.
Residential construction costs increased 5.62% in Q1
2021, up 11.70% from the previous quarter. They’re up
11.70% from a year ago, and a whopping 25% higher
than they were in 2017. CPI only increased 7.47% during
that same stretch from 2017.

Canadian Home Building Costs Are
Rising Quickly

Toronto Home Building Costs Increased Over 7%
The home building boom in Toronto pushed
construction costs even higher than average.
Residential construction costs are up 7.22% in just
the latest quarter. Costs have increased over 15.05%
over the past year, and are up 27.7% more than 2017.
Toronto’s rise in residential costs over the past year is
second only to Calgary.

Vancouver Home Building Costs Increased Over 5%
Vancouver’s steep climb in construction costs has seen
a sharp rise recently as well. Residential construction
costs climbed 3.06% in the quarter, and are now up
5.84% from last year. Costs have increased by 21.4%
since 2017. Still much faster than inflation, but lower
than the national average, surprisingly.

The annual percent change in the index cost of residential
real estate construction.
Calgary
Toronto
Ottawa-Gatineau
Edmonton

Low interest rates may ironically have affected the
ability to create more supply. Few development
projects have launched recently, with Toronto being a
notable example. This is partially due to the high cost
of materials. The current building in progress was sold
at least a couple years ago. At the time, it would have
been impossible to price in the surging cost of material
and labor.

Saskatoon
St. John’s
11-City Composite
Moncton
Montreal
Winnipeg
Halifax
Vancouver
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Canadian Home Building Costs Are Rising Quickly
The annual percent change in the index cost of
residential real estate construction.
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Many factors are driving these costs, but StatCan
points to two big ones for the recent surge. Lumber,
and commodity prices in general, are the first. Just
lumber alone has begun to add tens of thousands more
in costs. Interest rates are the other big one, stimulating
new home consumption. Oddly demand is stimulated
at the same time production is being artificially limited.
A sloppy mismatch, that’s intensified the situation.
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If developers sell units now, they would need to make
a lot of uncertain guesses as to builder costs. Some
analysts have forecast material costs will fall later into
the year. If that were the case, buyers of pre-sales
would be paying a lot more than they would if they
waited a few months.

Warehouse & distribution
centre best practices for
your supply chain

E

stablishing and implementing best practices
is the first step to reducing costs and time
wasted in your warehouse or distribution center.

1.

Set Up A Vendor Compliance Program

Streamline for the Bottom Line
A vendor compliance program is an incredibly
effective way to enhance the strategic relationship
between a business, it’s vendors and 3PL
warehousing and distribution providers.
A well-thought-out compliance program can
streamline warehouse operations, reduce product
handling, improve transportation service times and,
ultimately, increase customer satisfaction.
Integrating common product identification and
tracking processes all the way upstream to offshore
or domestic vendors will help ensure proper visibility
and the seamless movement of product through the
supply chain.
Enforcing clear and specific labeling requirements
and standard case quantities for each shipment and
individual item can go a long way toward making
warehouse and distribution center operations more
efficient. As with many optimization steps, small
efficiencies add up over time and make a huge
difference in your bottom line.
Note: Businesses that run their supply chains
effectively incentivize all parties involved to
contribute to a more efficient supply chain rather
than just punish them for non-compliance.

We picked the brains of our supply chain engineers
to find ways to improve warehouse and distribution
center efficiency to help you get started.

2.		 Increase Productivity With
Workplace Incentives

		 Savor the Fruits of Your Labor
Everyone likes to be recognized for their hard
work — so much so that 78% of employees report
that they would work harder if they were better
recognized for their efforts. Considering the amount
of manpower needed to operate warehouses and
distribution centers, workplace incentives present
a valuable opportunity to motivate employees and
thereby increase productivity and boost the bottom
line. From annual bonuses to employee referral
programs to company-hosted celebrations, there
are any number of ways to better incentivize your
workforce and improve labor efficiency.

3.		 Establish Advanced Shipping Notification

Don’t Guess — Know
This one might seem like a no-brainer, but many
distribution center still haven’t implemented
electronically transmitted advanced shipping
notifications. Relying on regular shipping and
receiving schedules isn’t always a safe option —
delays and disruptions are a fact of life and can cause
deviations in those schedules and issues throughout
the warehouse. By leveraging electronic advanced
shipping notifications within purchase order and
inventory management functions, it’s possible to plan
labor with greater certainty. Order fulfillment and
transportation can be adjusted to ensure that proper
service time requirements are met, and that transport
modes are optimized to keep costs down.
RealTradePEI.ca
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4.		 Take Advantage Of Automatic Data
		 Collection Technology

Eliminate Errors With Automation
Automatic data collection has advanced significantly
in the past decade — far from the days of writing
down long numbers by hand or even keying them
into a keyboard, most warehouses and distribution
centers now run RF barcode and RFID systems that
eliminate human error from the tracking process.
Any step that can be automated means one fewer
step to manage — plus, automation enables you
to collect more timely and accurate data to make
smarter supply chain decisions.

5.

Measure Everything

Capture and Manage Critical KPIs
There’s a saying in business that you can’t manage
what you don’t measure; the same is true for
warehouses and distribution centers. Warehouse
managers should track key performance indicators
such as inventory turnover, inventory accuracy,
fill rate, demand forecast and more to pinpoint
inefficiencies. Warehouse managers should also use
metrics to define performance goals and share that
information with employees so they have a clear
understanding of what they need to work toward.
Putting specific measures in place and providing
employees with consistent feedback is a surefire
way to increase productivity and eliminate supply
chain inefficiencies.

6. Use A Hands-Free Order Selection Process

Expedite Selection
New technologies such as wrist-mounted RF units,
voice pick and pick- or put-to-light order fulfillment
systems go far beyond handheld scanners in terms
of accelerating the picking process. Wearable device
technology, such as Google Glass, has also made the
tracking portion of the picking and order selection
process more intuitive.

7.

Invest In A Warehouse Management System

Optimize Warehouse Performance
Investing in a warehouse management system
(WMS) is a simple, but effective way to increase
warehouse and distribution center efficiency. A
WMS can increase inventory visibility, reduce risk of
demand volatility, strategically organize execution
systems, integrate systems and workflows and more
to ensure peak warehouse and distribution center
performance. With cloud-based and SaaS options
available, there’s a WMS for every business and
every warehouse.
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8. Give Voice-Enabled Technology A Try

Hands-Free Communication
Pick to voice warehouse systems have become
popular in recent years for their ability to improve
picking accuracy. With voice picking, an employee
on the warehouse floor wears a headset through
which they receive picking instructions from the
company’s WMS; this frees the employee from
having to refer to paperwork or other materials
and enables them to concentrate on the task at
hand, improving picking accuracy and speed.

9.		 Preplan Picking Waves

Plan Ahead
Rather than send pickers on the basis of order
sequence, a Tier 1 WMS uses technology to plan
picking waves according to the most efficient
routes. This streamlines the picking process, which
results in faster turnaround times on orders and
more efficient use of labor and manpower.

10. Implement Lean Warehouse Management

Eliminate Warehouse Waste
There are eight forms of warehouse and
distribution center waste:
• Overproduction
• Over-processing
• Excess inventory
• Defective goods
• Conveyance
• Motion
• Knowledge
• Waiting

Each of these has the potential to create
inefficiencies and therefore must be closely
monitored. Many warehouses and distribution
centers have taken up the practice of lean
warehouse management in order to identify and
eliminate non-valued-added components and
other inefficiencies from their supply chain. For
example, a company looking to implement lean
warehouse management might consider storing
materials in a way that reduces the unnecessary
transportation of supplies or standardizing
workflows to reduce order processing time.

11.		Record Every Movement As A
		Transaction

Always Be Optimizing
Any movement or step in the process that can’t
be tracked or recorded as a transaction is either
an unnecessary step that should be eliminated or
something that should be added to a “fix it” list.
All turnbacks — that is, anything that causes a
deviation from the established system — should
be reported so that issues can be identified, and
solutions can be found to make the overall process
more efficient.

12. Invest In Comprehensive Training

Set Employees up for Success
Technology is only as effective as the people using.
If warehouse and distribution center employees
are unfamiliar with their company’s WMS or other
assorted warehouse systems, they won’t be able to
utilize them for best results. Business leaders should
invest in comprehensive training that uses creative
solutions such as gamification and rewards systems
to incentivize employee learning and that prioritizes
innovation and efficiency. To ensure the efficacy of
existing training modules and course materials, run
pilot programs and solicit feedback from trainers
and trainees alike.

13. Keep Multiple Lines Of
Communication Open

Communicate More Effectively
The key to an efficient supply chain is good
communication, which is why it’s vital that
warehouse managers provide all necessary
information about each pick ticket or shipment to
warehouse and distribution center employees. By
using multiple channels of communication, such
as phone calls and text messages, standardizing
messages, soliciting regular feedback and
designating a point person to respond to employees’
questions, warehouse managers can ensure more
consistent and effective communication.

14. Minimize Touches

Work Less, Do More
Picking directly to a shipping carton instead of an
intermediate bin or tote is one way to eliminate
unnecessary steps in the distribution center process.
When superfluous steps are eliminated, the process
becomes leaner and faster, customer relations soar
and bottom lines improve. Finding ways to improve
your warehouse systems is a key step to cutting
costs in your distribution center.

15. Schedule Simultaneous Shipments

More Multitasking
Warehouses with multiple dock setups have an
opportunity to streamline labor offloading by
scheduling shipments to arrive simultaneously. This
prevents separate setup and breakdowns at loading
docks and consolidates the labor and time necessary
to load and unload shipments. Working with vendors
to ensure that deliveries are scheduled precisely and
establishing clear metrics and a high-performance
culture all contribute to an expectation of timeliness
that results in overall increased efficiency.

16. Organize Inventory More Efficiently

Everything in its Place
A truly efficient warehouse should run like a welloiled machine — and in order for that to happen,
inventory should be organized in a way that makes
it easy for warehouse and distribution center
employees to locate items and is conducive to
overall workflow.
To improve inventory organization, consider doing
the following:
• Re-evaluating your warehouse layout design to
account for flow, accessibility and space
• Clearly labeling aisles, racks, work areas,
individual items and safety hazards
• Using ABC analysis, with “A” being top-selling
items, “B” being mid-range items and “C” being
the rest of your inventory, so that high-velocity
items are easily accessible
• Grouping like items to streamline picking and
packing
• Storing inventory on vertical racks, thereby
leaving more room for forklifts to maneuver
through aisles
• Conducting periodic audits and reviews to ensure
that inventory organization remains as efficient
as possible, even amid changes to warehouse
operations

17. Practice Ongoing Cycle Count

Simplify With Samples
Implementing an ongoing cycle count program in
lieu of a regular full physical inventory is another
great way to reduce time and costs substantially.
A regular full physical inventory could halt
operations or cause disruption in your warehouse.
By comparison, an ongoing cycle count program
that samples various subsets of inventory is a more
effective way to gauge inventory accuracy with
minimal disruption. Focusing on the high-demand
shipments will also ensure that crucial items are
consistently replenished.
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18. Use Cross-Docking

Remove the Middle Man
Although it requires a significant investment to
set up, cross-docking more than pays for itself
in terms of time and money saved in larger
distribution centers. With cross-docking, products
can be loaded from one transportation container
to another, completely bypassing warehousing and
storage by sorting products in a staging area before
reloading them directly onto the next truck. Cross
docking works well in fast moving retail supply
chains to optimize the flow of goods between large
distribution centers and store locations.

19. Implement Dynamic Slotting

Arrange Smarter
Slotting your warehouse based on demand is an
incredibly effective way to increase distribution
center efficiency. According to Tony Tyler, president
and CEO of eF3 Systems, “Slotting choices should
be performed dynamically rather than as a batch
process. To do this, you need to place the picks
by product in one or more ‘look ahead’ scheduled
cycles or waves, usually to match the transportation
schedule and transit times.”

20. Consistently Re-Evaluate

Continuously Improve for the Future
Warehouses and distribution centers are in a
constant state of flux, from the items they have in
stock to their inventory layouts, so it only makes
sense to review processes and procedures based
on performance metrics to evaluate their efficiency.
Create a dedicated evaluation schedule in order
to remain consistent and, if changes need to be
made, use this list of best practices as a guideline
for future improvements.

These 20 basic warehouse and distribution center
best practices can help drive efficiency but
they’re by no means a comprehensive list. Every
business has its own supply chain needs. Supply
chain engineering experts who live and breathe
warehouse and distribution center optimization
and build custom solutions for today’s businesses
can turn your supply chain into a competitive
advantage. If you’d like to talk to one of our
experienced supply chain engineers about your
needs, please contact us today.

The Number One Property Marketing and
Drone Company on Prince Edward Island.
The concept for Odyssey Virtual was created when Evan Hawley was volunteering with
a university engineering team. The team was to build, race, and create a marketing
plan for an off-road vehicle to compete in an international competition. As part of the
pitch, Hawley purchased virtual reality cameras and a drone to show, in detail, how the
vehicle handles in dangerous situations. The sights and perspectives created inspired
Hawley to take the vision further. It is here Evan Hawley and Michael Thompson
partnered to begin building Odyssey Virtual.
Since its founding, Odyssey Virtual has expanded services offerings and targeted
new industries to become a full-fledged media production and drone agency. By
utilizing Odyssey’s main strengths of consistency, customer service, and innovation,
the company will continue to provide their clients with unique opportunities, strong
relationships, and professional services.
Contact us: 902-439-0675 • info@odysseyvirtual.ca

www.odysseyvirtual.ca
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Canadian companies that
specialize in sustainable,
eco-friendly architecture
Submitted By Popi Bowman

A

nyone who lives in Canada knows the natural
environment plays a huge role in its citizens’
lives. Hiking, camping, canoeing, skating
and skiing are commonly enjoyed (as weather
allows), and most Canadians take great pride in their
country’s natural wonders. Not coincidentally, the
nation also tends to be a hub for environmentalists,
so Canada has its fair share of “green” buildings.
Several larger projects and initiatives have gained
international attention, such as North America’s
first carbon-neutral hospital (Sechelt Hospital in
B.C., below, by Farrow Partners in association with
Perkins+Will) and another North American first:
Toronto’s Green Roof Bylaw, in effect since 2010.
“The T-Dot” – as locals call the city – was recognized
by the Annual Green Roof Industry Survey (2016)
for installing the most green roof area of all North
American cities (more than 600,000 square feet),
followed by Chicago in second place.

Naturally, many grassroots architectural companies
in Canada are engaged in green-building practices,
but many are best known locally and often their
most innovative projects are outside major cities.
The Canadian “cottage culture” spans from coast
to coast – usually a small cabin or farmhouse

near a lake, river or other natural feature; remote
hunting retreats are also fairly common. Straw bale,
passive solar and off-grid, self-sufficient buildings
are becoming more popular especially in remote
areas, where access to supplies and utilities is often
extremely expensive or, simply, unavailable. These
humble structures have evolved into “second homes”
often used as a country residence primarily during
summer weekends, but with rising housing costs
in Canada’s major cities, many families are moving
to rural properties that enable a less expensive,
and more eco-friendly, lifestyle. With digital
communication and remote offices, this often means
commuting into the city (and the accompanying
“carbon footprint”) can be kept to a minimum.
In many cases these successful sustainable building
projects have encouraged similar efforts in urban
areas, either renovations to optimize energy
efficiency or full-scale developments that achieve
LEED Platinum and/or Passive House ratings.
The resulting structures may not appear on the
cover of magazines, but their appeal can be seen
immediately in their low energy bills and low-impact
building methods.

These 10 Canadian companies are at the forefront of sustainable
construction and eco-friendly design:
BATTLE LAKE DESIGN GROUP
Project: The award-winning Mill Creek Flexhomes
consist of three two-storey units featuring plastered
straw bale and passive solar design.

Based in Edmonton, Alberta, this full-service design
firm specializes in straw bale construction and has
completed single family residences as well as multiunit dwellings.
RealTradePEI.ca
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BOW CROW DESIGN

CSV ARCHITECTS

Project: EchoHaven House incorporates passive
solar design, LED lighting, solar thermal panels
for heating water, an insulated “cool pantry” for
natural refrigeration, grey water heat recovery
and rainwater collection.

Project: Karen’s Place, Canada’s first Passive Housecertified apartment building, was completed in 2016.
Yearly heating costs are estimated at $30 per studio
unit, and the building is LEED Platinum certified.

This Alberta firm is led by Kim Walton – an
architect for almost 40 years – who designs and
manages Passive House and Net Zero projects
across Western Canada. The EchoHaven House
was the first to be built on a 25-home sustainable
development site in Calgary, complete with
community greenhouse and composting/
recycling facilities.

BUILDING BETTER

This award-winning Ottawa firm includes a full-time
Sustainability Consultant, five LEED consultants and
a large team that includes eight architects.

EVOLVE BUILDERS
Project: For this new home, a passive solar design
and radiant floor heating are supplemented by a
wood stove in cold weather. A living roof features
native wildflowers, and the steel roofing material is
70 percent recycled.

Project: Six Nations Earthship (picture on the
title page) was a volunteer project to construct
a home for an Indigenous grandmother and her
growing family, who had lived in a two-bedroom
trailer on the Six Nations reservation (in Ontario)
for 25 years. In 2016, the solar-powered, off-grid
structure was completed in 11 days with a budget
of approximately $40,000.

With a focus on non-toxic renovations and passive
solar design, this company in Ontario recently built a
straw bale house designed by architect Nicolas Koff,
featured by Dezeen. The firm also has two dedicated
divisions: Harvest Homes, specializing in straw bale
construction, and Fermata, specializing in plaster,
adobe and compressed earth block walls.

Carpenter-by-trade Marianne Griffith is the
Canadian representative of Earthship Biotecture.
Her Ontario-based non-profit organization
Building Better is currently fund-raising for the
Chippewa Sustainable Living Project, which will
develop a “tiny home” sustainable community
and tourism destination on reservation land.
Earthships are constructed of recycled materials
(including tires and bottles), reinforced with dirt
and concrete.

Project: Elgin Loft is a multi-use building
renovation which involved adding a second storey
while installing radiant flooring, energy recovery
ventilators and a rooftop garden.

COOLEARTH ARCHITECTURE
Project: Off-grid “Ecocabin” concepts – in sizes
from 600-1,200 square feet – are designed for
four-season use, with battery storage to provide
up to three weeks of power during low-sun,
unoccupied winter periods.
A 10-year-old firm based in Toronto, Coolearth
has expertise in permaculture design, Passive
House and Net Zero projects. The company’s
portfolio of work includes multi-unit buildings
and heritage restorations, along with numerous
LEED consulting projects.
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SOLARES ARCHITECTURE

This Toronto-based company – run by a husband
and wife team who focus on sustainable residential
design – recently won a National Canadian Green
Building Award for Our House, a heritage home
renovation that resulted in 90 percent energy
savings and LEED Platinum certification.

SOLTERRE DESIGN
Project: The off-grid sustainable retreat Concept
House is Platinum LEED-certified and won the
Lieutenant Governor Award of Merit for Architectural
Design. A green roof, solar panels and passive solar
design result in energy savings equivalent to 70-90
percent. While it is the architects’ weekend home,
the residence is also available to rent on Airbnb.
Based in Halifax, Nova Scotia, this husband-andwife company is best known for their work as
Sustainability/LEED Consultant for the Halifax
Central Library, designed by Schmidt Hammer
Lassen Architects with well-known local firm Fowler
Bauld & Mitchell. Constructed using sustainable
wood and more than 20 percent recycled materials,
the library also features a green roof with rainwater
collection that supplies water for the toilets.

STONE’S THROW DESIGN

SUSTAINABLE.TO

Project: In partnership with rammed earth specialist
Aerecura, this firm completed Ontario’s first
insulated, rammed earth home in 2012, which uses
the energy equivalent of approximately 20 tea
candles for yearly heating.

Project: A straw bale, off-grid passive solar home in
rural Ontario was completed in 2009.

Architect Terrell Wong (also President of Passive
Buildings Canada) leads this Toronto-based office,
which specializes in restorations and renovations
to optimize energy efficiency. The company motto
is “conservation over technology – longevity over
fashion.”

This award-winning Toronto-based architecture
firm is currently working on the Egale Centre, a
$10-million shelter for LGBTQ youth in Toronto.
Green-roof vegetable gardens will top an 1870s
home (to contain common space and offices) and
a 1970s apartment building, which was designed by
well-known local architect Jerome Markson. After
renovation, energy savings are estimated at close to
50 percent, with the installation of solar panels, LED
lighting and energy recovery ventilators.

RealTradePEI.ca
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Newcomers to Canada
more likely to buy or setup
businesses
Excerpts from Stats Canada Report

A

Immigrants – and especially newly-arrived
ones – are more likely than other Canadians
to buy businesses or set up their own,
reveals a Statistics Canada report.
“Recent immigrants were more likely to enter
business ownership than Canadian-born individuals,”
wrote Statistics Canada chief Douwere Grekou and
analyst Bassirou Gueye in their report, Who Were
the Men and Women Entering Business Ownership
in Canada in 2016?
“This is in line with the literature, which shows
that immigrants in Canada are keen on becoming
business owners,” they wrote.
The report, which was published on Monday and
funded by Ottawa’s Women and Gender Equality
Canada department, looked at 24 million people in
Canada to determine what type of person became
a business owner in 2016 and why they decided to
either buy a business or start one themselves.
The report prepared by Canada’s statistical services
agency reveals not only that immigrants are more
likely to become business owners than those born
in Canada but also that men are more likely to start
businesses than women.
Although women and men were influenced by
almost the same factors, statistically-significant
gender differences were found for all variables
and showed that men tended to enter business
ownership proportionately more than women,” the
report states.
The study also found that losing a job often tended
to lead someone to go into business for themselves
and that men and women who were either married
or in a common-law relationship were more likely
than single people to take up entrepreneurship.
Among the big differences in men and women
who choose to become entrepreneurs was the
ownership structure of the companies they
eventually form or buy.
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“Men were attracted to men-owned enterprises and
women were attracted to women-owned enterprises
and equally-owned enterprises,” notes the report.

Immigration Can Boost Entrepreneurship
The authors of the report note that the propensity
of newly-arrived immigrants to start businesses was
an important finding that could influence Canadian
policy-making as the country seeks to jumpstart
its economy recovery after the COVID-19 global
pandemic.
The desire of many immigrants to own a business
is one of the things which makes the Start-Up Visa
program an excellent choice and a great opportunity
for so many seeking permanent residence in Canada.
Budding entrepreneurs who want to benefit by
starting businesses in Canada through the StartUp Visa program can get Canadian permanent
residence if they qualify as immigrant entrepreneurs.
Under the Canada Start-Up Visa program, three
types of private-sector investors are considered:
angel investors, venture capital funds, and business
incubators. A designated venture capital fund must
confirm that it is investing at least $200,000 into the
qualifying business.
Candidates can also qualify with two or more
commitments from designated venture capital
funds totalling $200,000. A designated angel
investor group must invest at least $75,000 into the
qualifying business.
Candidates can also qualify with two or more
investments from angel investor groups totalling
$75,000. A designated business incubator must
accept the applicant into its business incubator
program. It is up to the immigrant investor to
develop a viable business plan that will meet the
due diligence requirements of these governmentapproved designated entities.

Navigating the Start-Up Visa Program
That’s usually done with the help of business
consultants in Canada’s start-up ecosystem with
oversight from experienced corporate business
immigration lawyers who can ensure a start-up’s
business concept meets all industry-required terms
and conditions.
Candidates applying under the Start-Up Visa
program can initially come to Canada on a work
permit supported by their designated Canadian
investor before their application for permanent
residence is finalized.
The basic government-imposed candidate eligibility
requirements for the Start-Up Visa program are:
• a qualifying business;
• a commitment certificate and letter of support
from a designated entity;
• sufficient unencumbered, available and
transferable settlement funds to meet settlement
funding, and;

• proficiency in English or French at the minimum
Canadian Language Benchmark level 5. However,
it frequently occurs that higher levels of English
are needed to meet due diligence requirements
imposed by designated entities.
Ottawa does not give financial support to new StartUp Visa immigrants. When candidates apply, they
need to show evidence they have the finances to
support themselves and their dependents in Canada.
This money cannot be borrowed.
Additionally, it often occurs that candidates will
need to show additional, sufficient funding to
meet start-up costs of their business project, as a
condition of investment by a designated entity
(VC or Angel).
To find out if you qualify for the
Start-Up Visa program, go to
form.immigration.ca/business-startup.
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KENSINGTON
Business Park

Business Development Opportunity
Kensington, one of Prince Edward Island's fastestgrowing incorporated municipalities, is developing 38
brand new full-service commercial/industrial park lots.
Each lot includes 3 phase power, central water and
sewer services, storm sewer (curb & gutter), and
telecommunications / Fibre Op.
For further information please contact Kensington
Town Hall 902-836-3781 | cao@kensington.ca

www.kensington.ca

Leading clients and the practice of law forward.

STRATEGIC line of companies, go above and beyond to
ensure their client’s satisfaction. Reliability, efficiency, and excellency.
This is what makes Strategic a leader in today’s industry.
Our companies provide:
• Technologies
• Landscaping
Construction
• Municiple Products
• Flooring
• Sales
• Cabinetry & Furniture
• Design
• Real Estate
• Property Management
• Cabinetry & Furniture
• Equipment Rentals and Sales
•

SUMMERSIDE
OFFICE

CHARLOTTETOWN
OFFICE

674 Water St. East, Summerside

12A Trans Canada Hwy., Cornwall

902 436 5104

strategicenterprises.ca
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We are full-service. But most importantly, we are
leaders in providing the legal knowledge and innovative
solutions clients need to move forward confidently.
Charlottetown (PE)
902.892.2485

Fredericton (NB)
506.458.1970

Halifax (NS)
902.420.3200

Moncton (NB)
506.853.1970

Saint John (NB)
506.632.1970

St. John’s (NL)
709.722.4270

stewartmckelvey.com

Greenest
buildings across Canada
of the

G

oing green is not just about buying organic food and cycling to work.
More and more buildings are designed to be as environmentally sustainable
as possible. In Canada, the Canadian Green Building Council uses an adapted
version of the Leadership in Energy and Environmental design, or LEED, to rate buildings
on how green they are. Here are 20 of Canada’s greenest buildings according to their
LEED certification.

1.

Gulf Islands National Parks Preserve
Operations Centre, Sidney,
British Columbia
The Operations Centre at Gulf Island National
Park Preserve was the first buildings in Canada
to receive LEED Platinum status, in 2006. It
harvests rainwater for reuse, for example in lowflush toilets, uses photovoltaic solar energy and
features drought-tolerant plants for landscaping.

2. Vancouver Convention Centre West
Building, Vancouver, British Columbia
		

4. Centre for Interactive Research on
Sustainability, Vancouver, British Columbia
Located on the point Grey Campus of the
University of British Columbia, the Centre for
Interactive Research on Sustainability, or CIRS,
uses rainwater for all its water needs. Natural
ventilation and lighting also help reduce the
LEED platinum-certified building’s energy use.

5. Dockside Green, Victoria, British Columbia
The Dockside Green development is LEED
Platinum certified and has its own biomass
gasification plant for generating gas for heating.
It also treats its own sewage for reuse, has highefficiency showers, faucet and appliances and a
car-sharing program. Residents can even control
their heating remotely via the internet.

6. Eighth Avenue Place, Calgary Alberta
The LEED Platinum-certified West Building
of the Vancouver Convention Centre features
Canada’s largest living roof which is irrigated
with wastewater for the building’s own
treatment plant. The building uses sea water
in its heating and cool systems and has a fish
habitat complete with kelp forest built into its
foundation.

3. VanDusen Botanical Garden Visitor
Centre, Vancouver, British Columbia
The LEED Platinum-certified VanDusen Botanical
Garden Visitor Centre has won several awards
for its sustainable design and was the first
building in Canada to apply for Living Building
Challenge recognition. The building is water
independent, using rainwater from its green roof
and treating all of its black water on-site.

		

Eighth Avenue Place was not built without
controversy, since the old Penny Lane Mall had
to be demolished to make space for the two
new office towers. However, the new complex
features a winter garden, a green roof and
thermal energy monitoring and control, earning
it LEED Platinum status.
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7.

U of C’s Energy Environment Experiential
Learning Building, Calgary, Alberta

The Energy Environment Experiential Learning
Building uses about half as much energy as a
conventional laboratory building, due to features
such as natural ventilation, earth tubes and solar
shutters. The LEED Platinum certified building
also has low-flow plumbing fixtures and uses
rainwater for flushing toilets.

8. Centennial Place, Calgary Alberta
		

The two skyscrapers that make up the LEED
Platinum-certified Centennial Place feature lowflow plumbing fixtures, curtain wall technology
and motion sensors on the lighting controls. The
complex also has a high-efficiency heating and
cooling plants and a green roof.

9. Manitoba Hydro Place, Winnipeg,
Manitoba
		

10. TD Centre, Toronto, Ontario
		

Since 2015, all six of the buildings making up the
TD Centre have been LEED Platinum certified,
making it one of the North America’s largest
complexes with this status. Its sustainable
features include a living roof, a cooling system
that uses water from the bottom of Lake
Ontario, and a system that measures soil
moisture to decrease water consumption.

11. Royal Bank Plaza, Toronto, Ontario
		

The LEED Platinum-certified Royal Bank
Plaza has been designed to maximize natural
daylight. To reduce its energy consumption
even more, the building is cleaned mainly during
the day rather than at night. TV monitors give
employees real-time updates on how much
energy they are consuming, with tips on how to
reduce this.

12. University of Waterloo’s Environment
3 Building, Waterloo, Ontario
		

Manitoba Hydro’s headquarters was the first
office tower in North America to receive LEED
Platinum certification. Features such as a solar
chimney for ventilation, a geothermal HVAC
system, waterfalls to humidify fresh air, green
roofs, high ceilings and glass walls for natural
light means the building saves about 70 per
cent energy.
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The Environment 3 Building on the campus of
the University of Waterloo has LEED Platinum
status and was built with sustainable wood
and recycled steel. A glass atrium provides
natural light whale a living wall connected to
the ventilation systems filters air.

13. Earth Rangers Centre, Woodbridge,
Ontario
		

The headquarters for Canada’s largest
conservation organization is also a leader in
sustainable building technology. State-of-the-art
solar panels in the parking lot and on top of the
aviary, radiant heating and cooling technology
and displacement ventilation are some of the
features that earned the Earth Rangers Centre
LEED Platinum certification.

14. Robinson Place, Peterborough, Ontario
The LEED Platinum-certified Robinson
Place houses the Ontario Ministry of Natural
Resources and Forestry. Among its sustainable
features are energy-efficient chillers, a rainwater
collection system for use in toilets, and a
community garden.

17. Deloitte Tower, Montreal, Ontario
		

The first office building in Montreal to have
LEED Platinum status, the Deloitte Tower uses
grey-tinted glass with a special coating to allow
for more natural lighting and to control heat
inside the building. This means a significant
reduction in energy consumption.

18. Purdy’s Wharf, Halifax, Nova Scotia
A prominent feature of Halifax’s skyline is the
three buildings of Purdy’s Wharf. The office
complex was the first in Atlantic Canada to
receive LEED Gold certification and uses sea
water to chill the building’s cooling water.

19. Halifax Central Library, Halifax, Nova Scotia
		

15. Bibliothèque du Boisé, Montreal, Quebec
Built mainly from locally sourced, recyclable
materials, the award-winning Bibliothèque du
Boisé has LEED Platinum status. Three-quarters
of the building’s floor area can be lit naturally
while a glass prism collects heat which is then
redistributed.

16. Planétarium Rio Tinto Alcan, Montreal,
Quebec

The Halifax Central Library was designed
to resemble a stack of books but also to be
environmentally sustainable. The LEED Goldcertified building has a glazed façade to allow
for solar heating while maximizing natural
light. Other features include a green roof and a
rainwater harvesting system.

20. Greenstone Building, Yellowknife,
Northwest Territories
Natural ventilation and lighting are two of the
strategies used to reduce the Planétarium Rio
Tinto Alcan’s energy consumption. The LEED
Platinum-certified building also features a green
roof, drought-resistant plants and rainwater
collection for less water consumption.

Yellowknife’s Greenstone Building was Northern
Canada’s first building to achieve LEED Gold
Status. The curtain wall with photovoltaics cells
in the building’s central atrium is one of the
largest in the world and is used to heat water
harvested from the green roof and groundwater.
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The Town of

Cornwall
Main Street
Spatial Plan

T

he realignment of the Trans-Canada Highway
(TCH) has provided the Town of Cornwall with
a unique opportunity to re-imagine the old TCH
corridor as a vibrant, functional, safe, and efficient Main
Street in the heart of Cornwall. What once bisected
the community, now presents a chance to enhance
the community and create a functional town centre
extending from east to west through the town.

Some of the Highway restrictions that limited access
along this corridor have been lifted, presenting
new opportunities for infill development or even
the redevelopment of existing businesses or homes
on the corridor. With access limitations removed,
it has become much easier to develop along the
corridor and the Town looks forward to welcoming
new businesses and residents. Have a look at the
Main Street Spatial Plan, developed with community
consultation in 2019, and imagine the potential!
cornwallpe.ca/wp-content/uploads/2019/05/TownofCornwall_FINAL-Nov16.pdf

Electric Vehicle Incentive
The Government of Prince Edward Island is now offering the most
generous electric vehicle (EV) incentive in Canada by providing
$5,000 to Islanders who purchase a new or used EV. Government
will also offer $2,500 to those who buy a plug-in hybrid from April
1, 2021 onwards.
In addition, Islanders who utilize the PEI Universal EV Incentive
(both BEV and PHEV) will receive a free Level 2 charger. Islanders
will be responsible for all installation costs associated with charging
infrastructure.
Only one charger will be given per household. Incentives are administered at the
point-of-sale, applied directly to the bill of sale or lease agreement.
In an effort to support our Island businesses, vehicles must be purchased from a
Licensed Island Dealership to be eligible. Islanders who buy a new, fully electric
vehicle may be eligible for up to $10,000 off the purchase price with the Federal
Government incentive of $5,000 and the PEI Universal EV Incentive combined.
For more information go to
www.princeedwardisland.ca/en/information/environment-energy-and-climate-action/electric-vehicle-incentive
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Predicting the

Return to the office

T

he rise of the Delta variant has increased
uncertainty and pushed back return-to-office
plans for some occupiers. This global report
provides insight into the factors impacting occupier
and employee decisions along with a potential
trajectory of when employees will return to the
office en masse in each global region.

Part One of a Return to Office Series
Many companies had been planning on a broad
return to the office this summer and fall before the
rise of the Delta variant. The increases in cases in
many parts of the world have caused a significant,
if temporary, postponement of those plans, as
occupiers await declines in virus cases and/or
continued progress towards herd resiliency through
adequate vaccination rates.
With vaccine rates continuing to climb, and the
Delta variant expected to peak in October 2021, we
believe this is an important time to take stock of
global and regional trends relating to the return of
employees to the office, including:
1. The “current state” of office usage
2. The trajectory of the virus and vaccination efforts
3. Forecast scenarios for when businesses may
return to office

In this latest report, the first of a new three-part
Return to Office series, we look at progress across
Asia Pacific, Canada, Europe and the United States,
providing a valuable outlook as businesses prepare
their return to office strategies.

Key Report Findings:
1. As of September 2021, approximately 40% of all
global office workers have returned to the office
2. The latest COVID-19 projections indicate that
global infections related to the Delta variant will
peak in October or November 2021 and then
trend lower
3. At the current rate, most of the world will achieve
herd resiliency—i.e., over 70% either vaccinated or
infected—by Q2 2022
4. Given the impact on working parents, full-time,
in-person school is a critical factor for predicting
a fuller return to the office
5. Government guidelines will also play a critical role
in boosting worker confidence and encouraging a
return to the office
6. If our assumptions hold true, we conclude that
most office workers globally will be able to return
to the office in the first quarter of 2022

Download Predicting the Return to the Office External Link for
more essential insights as you plan your back-to-office strategy.
cushwake.cld.bz/Predicting-the-Return-to-the-Office
RealTradePEI.ca
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Making money in

Summerside
S

ummerside has long presented a compelling
case for business investment. What it has not
done is tell everybody about it... until now.

Easy market access, lower costs and sophisticated
infrastructure, along with international partnerships,
make Summerside’s value proposition extremely
attractive. The City has quietly created a unique
environment in which local and international brands
can access an experienced workforce, world-class
infrastructure, and a supportive and engaging
business community, along with pro-business
government support.
Underpinned by investments in low-carbon energy
and technological innovation, Summerside’s latest
developer opportunities are founded on solid and
secure ROI principles.

Skyrocketing growth driving demand
With growth skyrocketing to triple-digit demand
in all sectors, while available real estate sits at an
all-time low, Summerside is now inviting developers
and investors to come lend a hand and make some
money.
Current vacancies in housing, retail, commercial
and industrial are in the single digits, well below
provincial and national standards, putting demand
for space at an all-time high. The City needs
serious investors and developers to help secure
pent-up demand.
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Looking closer at Summerside’s credentials reveals
a City that has all the main-street capabilities of a
larger urban setting, but with a stronger sense of
investment potential. From its fiber-to-the-curb
initiatives, investments in wind, solar battery and
explorations into hydrogen, Summerside has the
expertise and mindset to sustain stable and longterm ROI for investors. In fact, Summerside delivers
a demand for space that will be driven by worldclass companies for years to come.

Ripe for secure, safe returns
Recent highlights from third-party studies confirm
some of Summerside’s specific requirements:
• There is anticipated need for an additional 1,025 to
1,250 housing units in the City of Summerside over
the next 15 years.
• Anticipated demand will require a boost of
approximately 655 to 800 lots for 625 to 760
single family dwellings and 410 to 500 multi-unit
dwellings.
• Industrial demand is in excess of 90,000 square
feet with less than 25,000 of mixed-condition
space currently in the market.
• Retail demand is in excess of 100,000 square feet
with less than 60,000 of mixed-condition space in
the market.
• Office demand is in excess of 40,000 square feet
with less than 12,000 of mixed-condition space in
the market.

Two immediate mega projects ready to roll
The Core Block is an exclusive parcel of shovelready lands totaling just under an acre in
Summerside’s historic downtown. It is all set for
mixed-use development. The City is looking for
high-calibre developers with a proven track record
of architecturally significant projects to design, build
and lease.
The Summerside Business Commons is PEI’s first
Green Industrial Park. This 14-acre facility is designed
to provide optimum energy and cost-effectiveness
for eco-minded companies seeking the balance
between sustainability and efficiency. It is located
in the heart of Summerside, close to all amenities
and features seven fully serviced lots with a planned
115,000 square feet of leasable, premier light
manufacturing/ processing space.

The park’s first 16,000 square foot building is
scheduled to start this fall and will be one of PEI’s
first Certified Passive-Energy Industrial Facilities.
The City of Summerside is currently looking for a
developer to bring an industrial client and construct
this building for them on one of the park’s fully
serviced lots.

Signs of success
Home to big business including renewable energy,
aerospace, and IT sectors, Summerside has earned a
reputation for unique growth-support programs
that truly set it apart. The $70 million Sunbank
project, the City’s new hotel, 68,000 square feet of
integrated-circuit absorption, and continuing growth
across all business sectors serve as living proof that
the City is serious about ensuring projects happen
and investors/developers make money.

Intelligent green features and innovative building
solutions
– including facility sharing, energy and water
management
– will be overseen and managed by an experienced
team of professionals who work with the
community and the environment to continuously
support a sustainable platform for tenant success.

For more information contact:
Mike Thususka, Director of Economic Development,
City of Summerside.
902 432 0103 / mike@summerside.ca
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NEWS

Blaze Pizza
Opens
480 University Avenue,
Charlottetown, PEI

B

laze Pizza is a Pasadena,
California-based chain within
the fast-casual dining restaurants
category. Founded in 2011 by
Elise and Rick Wetzel of Wetzel’s
Pretzels, Blaze Pizza was modeled
after the Chipotle concept as a
made-to-order approach to serving
customers.

Local entrepreneurs Irwin Dawson and Chris Wright have brought this
Franchise to PEI introducing innovative hip counter-serve pizzeria
dishing up crispy, thin-crust pies made with creative toppings & sauces.
Dine in, curb side pick up and no contact delivery are all service options
for this fresh, new business.
Congratulations to the owners
www.blazepizza.com
on this recent investment.

We exist to foster a strong economic environment in Central PEI,
which supports businesses, nurtures community growth, and
encourages new investment in the region.

“TURNING
IDEAS INTO
REALITY”
By Barbara Weeks, Executive Director

Our VISION

A sustainable and growing rural region
Built on strategic investments, thriving
businesses, and vibrant communities.

Our Mission

Driving sustainable economic growth in
Central PEI
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Covid 19 has changed the face of business, changed the way
we interact, network and complete projects. Now, like many
businesses we are now looking to the future. Board & Staff have
worked hard to develop a new Strategic Plan to navigate the
future and make decisions that will foster an environment for
businesses and communities in the Central Region of PEI to grow
and thrive. With renewed marketing of our services, listening to
our business owners, community, and government leaders we are
better able to respond to the needs presented in our area.
Central Development Corporation focuses on the delivery of three
key services to support economic development in the region.
Project Administration & Planning aids community organizations,
municipalities or private businesses requiring support to see a
project through to completion. Ongoing Program Administration
and delivery of programs available to support businesses through
promoting entrepreneurship, providing project specific funds, and
supporting the non-profit sector. With over 200,000 square feet
of commercial space our Property Management goal is to expand
business investment in the region by providing low lease rates and
central locations.
For mor information about Central Development Corporation and
the services we provide please visit our website at

www.centraldevelopmentcorp.com

SPOTLIGHT ON
EXCELLENCE

E

www.dyneholdings.com

stablished in 1978, Dyne Holdings Limited is one of
Charlottetown’s oldest and most trusted property
management companies. Located in the very heart of historic
downtown Charlottetown, Dyne’s properties are conveniently
grouped together within a couple of city blocks. Tenants include
some of the city’s most prominent businesses and include
Charlottetown Chamber of Commerce, Downtown Charlottetown
Inc, Business Development Bank, Export Development Canada,
Finance PEI, Grant Thornton, Department of Veterans Affairs,
Collins Law Office, CIBC Wood Gundy, RBC Dominion Securities,
and many more. Other holdings include the Confederation
Court Mall directly connected to one of the city’s busiest and
most vibrant hotels, The Holman Grand and close by the new
Arts Hotel and Salvador Dali Café. An underground pedway
also connects the mall with the province’s cultural hub, the
Confederation Centre of the Arts. There portfolio also includes
prime downtown real estate in the Homburg Financial Tower,
BDC Place and National Bank Tower.

strategic enterprises
construction
Nathan Kember, CEO

S

trategic Construction strives to be
industry leaders through innovation,
discipline, and hard work. Customer
satisfaction is our goal. We aim to
provide an experience that will produce
recommendations to future clients. Our
vision is straightforward. Through innovative
technology, strong leadership, and teamwork,
we aim to be the construction company of
choice in the Maritimes and to continue to grow across the
country. Our team of experienced tradespeople provide our
clients with top-quality craftsmanship within a reasonable time
frame and budget. Our values are reliability, efficiency, and
excellency. We pride ourselves in these values with every project
we undertake. Our goal is to leave our clients with complete
satisfaction every time. Strategic Construction is a member of
the Construction Association of Prince Edward Island.

strategicenterprises.ca
RealTradePEI.ca
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NATIONAL EMPLOYMENT REPORT
CANADA | September 2021
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Year-Over-Year Job Changes by Sector (Sept. 2020 vs. Sept. 2021

Sept. 2020 vs. Sept 2021
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775K
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320K
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|
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HALIFAX

3.6%
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Office-Using Employment vs. Direct Office Vacancy
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Health care and social assistance
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For more information, please contact:

Kristina Bowman
Senior Manager of Research
416 359 2419
kristina.bowman@cushwake.com
© 2021 Cushman & Wakefield. The information contained within
this report is gathered from multiple sources believed to be reliable.
The information may contain errors or omissions and is presented
without any warranty or representations as to its accuracy.
Sources:
Cushman & Wakefield Research, Statistics Canada, Moody’s Analytics

NEW PLACE,

FRESH
FACE
Cushman & Wakefield
Atlantic has expanded
our footprint into Prince
Edward Island. We are
pleased to welcome
Ann Worth, C.I.T.P to
support this important
market.

Ann Worth

Commercial Real Estate Advisor
RealTradePEI.ca

902.626.9666 | aworth@cwatlantic.com
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Proud of
our work
since 1983.
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arsenaultbros.com

